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Korean jet destroyed; 3 Ohioansdie
WASHINGTON (AP) - An Ohio
University physics student, a former
senior mechanical engineer at General Electric-Evendale and a sales
trainee for an Ohio company were
among passengers reported aboard
the Korean jetliner shot down by the
Soviet Union.
The State Department said Thursday that "30-plus" Americans were
among the dead on a South Korean
airliner shot down by the Soviet
Union. The department spokesman,
John Hughes, said there were not any
survivors among the more than 260
passengers and crew.
Though the jumbo jet was in Soviet

airspace above Sakhalin, an island
whose southernmost tip is within 100
miles of Japan, "There are no circumstances that can justify" the attack, a White House spokesman said.
Ohio University physics Professor
Seung Yun, also a Korean, said student, Kyoung Hun Min, 26, "came
quite often to my office and asked for
advice. I felt really bad" about the
loss.
"I just would like to say he was one
of the good students in the honors
program, and I would say it is a loss in
the department as well as for the
Korean government."
PROFESSOR Kwan Lee, adviser to
the university's Korean Student Asso-

ciation, said Min, a sophomore, lived
with a sister and a brother-in-law who
also are studying at OU. He said they
flew to New York to be with Min's
father yesterday.
Lee said Min's father wanted to fly
back to Seoul with his son, "but they
couldn't find a seat, so his father
asked him to
go first"
"It's a horrifying thing for us," Lee
said. "He was a very nice student, he
was calm and cool and liked to help
his friends, and be was very popular. '
The engineer was identified as Dr.
Ming-Tsan Weng, 40.
"He was returning to Taiwan permanently. He wanted to bring his'

knowledge home and was going to be
a professor at Sun Yat-Sen University," a friend, Dr. C.E. Lee, at the
Universty of Cincinnati, said.
Weng, who recently resigned the
GE jet engine plant post, leaves his
wife, Terry, and sons Mark, 10, and
Eric, 7. They lived in the Cincinnati
suburb of Montgomery.
Weng, a graduate of Cheng Kong
University, came to the United States
16 years ago to get a doctorate in
engineering at Purdue University. He
later went to work for GE.
LEE SAID Weng had returned from
Taiwan after getting the job, to sell
the family home and clear up personal finances.

"He was a very nice man, a little president of the company. "He spoke
naive but a very determined person. English well and was a bright boy
He wanted to help his country by from a well-educated family.
bringing back his knowledge and teaching. He has a lot of family there,"
Waxman said he was shocked yesLee said.
terday morning when his secretary
told him that the airplane reported
The sales trainee, Mason Chang, 24, missing with 269 passengers aboard
worked at the Solon offices of Wax- was the plane Chang had planned to
man Industries Inc. for six months take in New York Oty.
and was headed to his home in Taiwan, where he planned to represent
Secretary of State George Shultz
the company.
said there Is "no excuse whatever for
Waxman Industries makes plumb- this appalling act"
z, electrical and hardware prodSchultz was ordered by President
Reagan, vacationing in California, to
"He was single and a very fine seek "immediate and full account"
young man," Armond Waxman said, from the Soviets.
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Irate officials
call for action
NEW YORK - (AP) In New York,
U.S. officials said the United States
was "very, very actively considering" calling for action on the matter
by the U.N. Security Council. That
could hardly prove more than a gesture of form, since the Soviet Union,
like the United States, has veto power
over the council.
Shultz agreed, saying the United
States views the deed "with revulsion."
Some leaders of Congress called for
retaliation against the Soviets. Senate
Democratic leader Robert Byrd of
West Virginia said the United States
should immediately cancel its new
grain sale to Moscow in return for the
"reprehensible, horrible, inexcusable
and outrageous" Soviet behavior.
Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., agreed,
laying "To be feeding the pilot who
shot mat missile at this plane with our
wheat, I find to be unacceptable morally. And I think if we refuse to do so
there is a chance that we will change
Soviet behavior over a long period of
time."
SENATE REPUBLICAN leader
Howard Baker Jr. of Tennesee said
"Such a brazen attack on a commercial plane carrying civilian passengers Is reprehensible, and I Wink it
the utmost scrutiny and
attention."
Secretary of State George Shultz,

Virus may
be linked
with AIDS

ordered by President Reagan to demand "an immediate and full accounting" from the Soviet Union for
the shooting down of the South Korean
commercial airliner, said yesterday
he will raise the issue directly with
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gro-

WASHINGTON (AP) - Some hemophiliacs show evidence of unusually
high exposure to a virus that also
infects many victims of the mysterious disease AIDS - a finding that
increases the possibility that the virus
plays a key role in the disease, scien-

"The United States reacts with revulsion to this attack," Shultz said.
The Korean Air Lines Boeing 747
plane earring 269 passengers and
crew was shot down by a miaafle fired
by a Soviet SU-15 jet fighter after the
airliner strayed over Soviet territory
on a flight from New York to Seoul
Wednesday afternoon.
Officials said some wreckage and a
fuel slick were located, but there was
no sign of survivors. Among the passengers were a U.S. congressman,
Rep. Larry McDonald, D-Ga., the
president of the anti-communist John
Birch Society.

Studies of blood from 172 hemophiliacs inflicted with the inherited blood
disorder, but who show no signs of
AIDS, found about 12 percent have
evidence of exposure to the virus,
says a report to be published today In
Science magazine.
The report said that in control
groups of normal persons used in the
study, exposure levels to the human
T-cell leukemia virus, or HTLV, as
measured by antibodies to the virus
found in blood, were 1 percent or less.
In the United States, the exposure
levels of this virus in hemorjhiOacs is
only surpassed by levels seen in AIDS
patients and people with certain types
of cancer, the study said.
"HTLV is the leading suspect agent
as the possible cause of AIDS and
these findings strengthen that potential relationship," Dr. Myron Essex,
of the Harvard School of Public
Health, said.

AN AIDE to McDonald suggested
the Soviets may have shot down the
plane because they knew the congressman, a staunch anti-communist,
was aboard. "We think of him as the
first victim of World War m,"
Tommy Toles said.
ButlLS. military officials said Soviet paranoia about the security of air
and naval installations in the area
was more likely the reason.

Minority voters

March continues
by Morcy Grande
stall reporter

A 360-mile march through Ohio and
Kentucky to recruit minority citizens
as registered voters is due to continue
in the Toledo area this morning
according to a spokeswoman for Toledo's National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
"The march is to campaign for
citizens of mainly black and hispanic
descent, to register to vote," Rev.
Rose, president of the Toledo NAACP
chapter, said.
"It is the first of its kind to pass
through this area," he added, saying
that such a march was conducted for
the first time through Louisiana this
spring.
Rose said the effort called the Overground Railroad is to follow the trail
of the historical underground railroad
used by southern slaves to escape to
the free north.
"Today's march is not held in coniuction with the civil rights march,"
Rose said, referring to the civil rights

march held last weekend in Washington to commemorate the 20th anniversary of Martin Luther King's speech.
"THE MARCH is for two basic
purposes," Rose said. "It's primary
Initiative is to try and abolish voter
apathy by publicizing registration for
minority voters. Another thine the
marchers are trying to accomplish is
to dramatize the power of the black
dollar.
"We are urging the black worker to
trade in a $10-bill for five $2-bllls and
when these bills are circulated
through the market, the power of the
black dollar will be demonstrated
when businesses and merchants notice the bills," Rose said
"The march started Aug. 13 on the
Ohio-Kentucky border andwill follow
the underground trail to the Second
Baptist Church in Detroit, the last
stop of the underground railroad,"
Rose said, adding that primarily college students and young people from
the ages of 18 to 30 are marching.
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• A1974 Japanese alumnus returns to
the states and visits the University.
Pan 4.
• In 'Column One,' Sports Editor Tom
Hisek asks if f ootobaU is becoming a
business rather than a sport. Page S.

Dennis Murrory

Busy Bookstore
This was the scene yesterday afternoon in the University Bookstore as hundreds of
students filed through the checkout counters purchasing books.

THE STUDY, which pooled data
from several institutions, was directed by Essex and coordinated by
Dr. Bruce Evatt of the Federal Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta.
AIDS, or acquired immune deficiency syndrome, is an incurable condition that results in the victim's
disease-fighting immune system being destroyed, leaving him vulnerable
to a variety of infections and diseases.
Most victims have been male homosexuals with multiple partners or
intravenous drug users, but other
high-risk groups include Haitian immigrants and hemophiliacs.
More than 2,000 cases, including IS
among hemophiliacs, have been reported in the United States since W7»
and about 40 percent of the victims
have died, according to federal statistics.
Although the cause of AIDS la unknown, most researchers suspect an
infectious agent la involved. Such an
agent could be transmitted through
intimate contact with the body fluids
of victims, including blood, scientists
■ay-

Computer task force instituted
by Nancy Beach
statl reporter

A new task force on computing will
be instituted this year to help develop
a five-year plan for improving the
University computer capabilities.

Weather

Sunny and hot today with a high
in the mid-80s. Gear and cooler
tonight with temperatures in the

In his welcoming speech to the
faculty last Friday, University President Dr. Paul Olscamp cited the need
for such a task force and announced
Dr. Richard Eakin, vice president for
planning and budgeting, will head the
task force.
"Previous to this, we have handled
problems on an ad hoc basis," Eakin
said. One crisis would come up, and
we'd solve that, and the next crisis
would come up and we'd solve that. It
is better to plan than make improvements on a piecemeal basis."
The other members of the task
force have not been selected, but
Eakin said there are several plans
already in motion to improve computingT capabilites.
'The University has just acquired
an IBM 1341 Model Group II computer
this summer, which will improve administrative computing capabilites,"
Eakin said.
This computer wll be used by of-

fices such as payroll, the registrar,
admissions and the bursar's office.
THE UNIVERSITY also plans to
replace the keypunch machines in the
Math Science lab with IBM personal
computers, thus doing away with obsolete computer punch cards, Eakin
said.
He added that the University
wanted to change systems this fall,
but the IBM model personal computer
is so popular that the delivery date
may be as late as spring semester.
The new system will enable students
to see their programs on a cathode
ray screen and change it more efficiently before sending it to the main
computer. The new machines will be
put In the University Union Sidedoor
where the Apple lab is now located.
Other Apple labs have also been
placed in residence halls to make
access more convenient for beginning
students. There are now four Apple
labs on campus.

The DEC system, used by faculty
and students for instruction, has been
upgraded from 2040 to 2080, providing
greater memory capacity for these
computers.
A VAX 780 computer has also just
arrived at the University and EaMn
said this computer will be used for
research and scientific instruction, as
this computer can do many complex
calculations very quickly.
Funding for the new machine*
comes from the computer services
and educational and general budgets,
Eakin said. The IBM 4341 was replaced with money already earmarked for improvements to the
system, he said. The Apple computers
were purchased partly with computer
services money and residence hall
funds, and the VAX 780 was purchased with money from the educational and general funds after being
reviewed by the University budget
committees, he added.
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editorial

Maveriks don't belong in politics

Reagan must pull
troops from Beruit

As David Johnsonjogged north on C
Street towards the Capitol building on
a hot and humid Thursday afternoon,
with his briefcase in one hand and his
suit jacket In the other, he thought
about the letter be had received from
home just the other day. "We will be
disappointed if you don't make the
effort to meet Congressman Roth
David, contacts such as these are
invaluable for you. Today, politics is
the name of the game. You may not
necessarily approve, but nevertheless, it's a fact and you might as well
know it. We've sacrificed a lot to send
you to Washington this summer. The
least you could do is follow up on the
leads of people in government service
who might help you someday."
Sighing heavily in the sticky air, he
thought about the implications in that

Early Monday morning two American soldiers made the
ultimate sacrifice. Their blood shed by the mortar fire of
Shiite Moslem militiamen.
The president has expressed "profound sorrow" over the
deaths of the two marines, but says the size and mission of
the "peacekeeping forces" will remain unchanged.
Reports from the Pentagon say naval aircraft may soon be
used to protect the "peacekeeping forces."
It is clearly evident that it is no longer possible for
Reagan's "peacekeeping forces" to protect the peace, when
they can no longer protect themselves. And in fact the
president's police action is turning into an all out war.
Both Republicans and Democrats are criticizing the administration's policies in Lebanon and demanding a withdrawal before more casualties are suffered.
Sen. Barry Goldwater, the conservative Republican from
Arizona and a staunch Reagan supporter, refused Tuesday to
support Reagan's actions and suggested the troops be
brought home, saying "the United States has no business
trying to play policemen with a handful of marines." *
We believe the president is playing politics with the lives of
those marines stationed in Lebanon. He is willing to waste
lives to protect his "Iron-Guts" image.
Congress has the power to override the president and order
a troop withdrawal. We feel it is time for them to act before
another marine dies for the Reagan ticket.

Anti-Reagan chants
did not harm march
Having been at the March on Washington for Jobs, Peace and Freedom,
I have to disagree with David Terry's
evaluation of it in Wednesday's BG
JV0WS.

True, condemnation of President
Reagan was the primary source of
unity for the diverse groups. However, I do not agree that anti-Reagan
chants drowned the march's goal.
To moat or all of the groups at the
march. Reagan is considered a major
obstacle to the goals they seek to
achieve.
Therefore, their calls to send Reagan back to Hollywood represent
what would be a very positive action
to them.
' Terry himself said it was Reagan
who has cut social spending at a time
when about 20 million people live
below the poverty line.
It seems to me that the march's
goal was not to produce elaborate
plans to achieve the goals of Jobs,
peace and freedom.
The real purpose was to generate
political enthusiasm - to tell the
American people that they need a
change of leadership to achieve these
goals.

The marchers believe that new
leaders, such as Walter Mondale or
Jesse Jackson, already have the plans
it will take to achieve the goals. So the
immediate goal is to oust Reagan and
his cronies and elect men and women
who think as Mondale and Jackson do.
Generating support for the "right"
candidates and voting are the "average" person's best opportunity to
make a difference.
We must always consider the issues
first, but we also must realize that
candidates are the embodiments of
the various positions taken on issues.
Reagan does not embody the positions backed by the marchers. Therefore, to them, voting Reagan out of
office would be a very positive first
step in achieving their goals.
Marchers cheered singer Pete
Seeger's adaptation of 'This Old
Man," in which the old man referred
to was Reagan.
Inpart, it went:
"This old man, he plays four, now
we're in El Salvador.
This old man, he plays five, student
loans did not survive.
This old man, he plays six, he did
better in the flicks."
Perhaps the primary reason for the
march was revealed by Seeger's last
verse.
"This old man, he plays ten, let's go
out and vote again!
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letter. "Politics is the name of the
game." Well, he should know. The
last eight weeks of his internship in
Washington D.C. had more than sufficiently enlightened him to this "fact."
Running past the capital building,
David beaded for his favorite bar the
Vie de France. Happy hours had just
started, and he was eagerly anticipating the free snacks and a cold draft
beer.
Just as David was finishing his
third plate of snacks, and ready to go
back tor more, a large man sitting on
his left turned to his side.
"Are you still growing?" he asked.
With a grin David answered, "No,
but when you're an unpaid intern
working in an expensive city, you
make the best of free meals."
"Who's not paying you this summer?" asked the man.
"I've been working for the United
States Information Agency."
"Oh really?" he asked, raising his
eyebrows with a look of curiosity.
Inquiring further, the man said "Tell
me, what did you learn this summer?"
David wondered if this man might
also work for the government. Guessing that he did, David candidly explained to him exactly what he had
learned in the past eight weeks. He
told the man how he had been left to
languish for practically the first half
of his internship, receiving little, if
any, work assignments or guidance.
He had learned all about office politics within a government agency.
David explained that when he had
complained that he wasn't being
l enough work to do, he was
Bed into a series of office-politics
related disputes concerning his performance as an intern.
The man, who had been listening
patiently, grinned and said, "Believe
me, your experience is not atypical.
In government, it is the norm.
'1 take it you work for the govern

was the same with me. After rejecting
ment as well?" queried David.
"You bet I've worked for the FAA my proposals, they took me out of
research and gave me a desk job. But
for 20 years."
"I've noticed this summer that the let me tell you an even better story."
The man continued with the story of
people who work the hardest and
seem to make the most significant a young employee in his office who,
contribution, tend to receive the worst like David, had complained of not
treatment from others in superior having enough work to do. Astonpositions. Tell me, what have been ishingly, the result of her complaint
four impressions over the years at for more work was an intensive eight
AA?"
week study, in which an inspector
"You really want to know?" replied would check each employee every one
the man somewhat sarcastically.
and a half hours and note on a checkLooking David straight in the eye list what type of activity the employee
" at commanded was engaged in. Activities included
with an intensity that
attention, and a cyniiical smile on his "personal business," "official busiface, the man continued, "If you're a ness," "talking on phone," and "not
maverick in your field, you pose a at desk," among other categories.
After the study had been completed,
threat to the established hierarchy.
That's why the best people get the at a considerable cost to U.S. taxpayworst treatment. They're dangerous ers, the final recommendation was
because they might change that hier- that the employee be fired because
archy. I worked as an engineer for the she was actually being given too
FAA for seven
I consider my- much work.
self a maveri
You see, when I
David listened in amazement.
developed a plan to save the FAA Could this be true? be thought.
millions of dollars each year, what do
"In government," the man continyou think they said? They didn't even ued, "you've got one-third of the people
working, one-third who don't know
want to talk to me. Tell me, does that
make sense? If I were to do the same what they're doing and one-third
in private industry, they wojld have looking out the window. Question: Are
locked the door, closed the blinds, sat you overstaffed, understaffed or propme down and said 'talk, tell us more!' erly staffed?"
''Overstaffed," replied David,
David listened, struck by the incre- thinking the answer was obvious.
dulity of this man's story. Could the
United States government simply casually disregard an employee who says "In
government," the
he can save millions of dollars? Could
they actually ignore a man who has man continued, "You've
obviously worked diligently and of- got one-third of the peofers a tremendous contribution?
David realized that it was not only ple working, one-third
possible, but probable. For he had who don't know what
seen a similar situation in his office at
USIA. He told the man about Mike they're doing and oneRoberts, a fellow employee who had
worked in the office for seven years. third looking out the winNot only did Mike carry twice the dow."
work load of another employee in the
office who was classified three pay
scales above him, but he had estab- "Wrong. You haven't been listening.
lished the intern program in their In government, you're always underoffice. But in spite of his extra efforts, staffed. Remember that when you
Mike had become the victim of arbi- hear these politicians telling you they
trary and selective harassment by his need more money to keep their prosupervisor. In addition, he was or- grams operating. There is so much
dered not to supervise the intern waste in government. You have a
program any longer.
problem, and what do you do? You
"Of course," interjected the man, hire more people to find out its causes
confirming the reality of Mike's and instead ot solving the damn probplight, "because he posed a threat. It lem, you waste a lot of time and
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William M. Bullock, a senior international studies major from Cincinnati,
spent his summer as an intern with
the United States Information
Agency. He is the David Johnson of
this article.
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it was true, all so true, thought
David. He had seen it himself. The
agency he had worked for had also
been wasting time and money at the
taxpayer's expense. An employee in
an adjacent office, who's lob it was to
m»kg recommendations tor managerial and structural changes within the
office, became the subject of an official investigation. Although he was an
honest and forthright employee, he
had become the target of a series of
"whistie-blower" letters which accused him of being "a bankrupt
builder from Pennsylvania using the
USIA office and government time to
conduct personal business." Apparently, someone thought he wanted to
make too many changes. And so the
resultant investigation, wasted time
and money, had Humiliated an innocent employee, all because of a few
anonymous "whistle-blowers."
"Do me a favor," asked the man at
the bar, "tell your friends about your
experience. Tell them what you saw,
what you learned. And if you're
smart, if you're a maverick, stay out
of government. Try to make it in
private industry where you can fully
utilize your talents. Let me ask you
this, did you do anything this summer?"
"I tried as best I could."
"How much were you paid?"
"Nothing. Nothing at all. In fact my
parents invested over two thousand
dollars to send me to Washington."
"Well, I did nothing. My work output was average at best.' The man
Kused just long enough for his cynil smile to return, and then he
continued. "But I got paid over $50,000
this year."
As David pondered the realities of
this cynical, but truthful, assessment
of the United States government, the
man gathered his papers, stood from
his bar stool, shook David's hand,
wished him luck, and said with a
smile on his face, "I hope I never see
you here again."
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Campus cartooners create
by Teresa Perrettl
reporter

News. They met outside a
Journalism 300 class when
Thom dropped his notebook on Irish's sketch
book.
"I always wanted to
write a strip but knew I
couldn't draw." Thom
said. Trish, on the other
hand, said she always
wanted to draw but knew
she couldn't handle the
writing aspect.
They put their ideas together and came up with a
comic strip that focuses on
campus life.
Using campus-oriented

Have you met the new
students at the University?
They are Gnat, Marge,
Squash and Harry Wragg.
You won't find themin
any of your classes or at
any bar on Main Street.
They don't play any sports
or belong to a greek group.
In fact, all the only campus
life they live is BGNews.
Thom Downing and
Trish Cleary are the creators of the daily comic
strip being published in the

ideas and stereotypes is
the basic format of the
strip.
"Our ideas are created
from everyday happenings
here on campus, Thom
said. "We hope a lot of
people can relate to what
we joke about."
"WE POKE fun at a lot
of groups, but we don't
intend to offend anyone,"
Trish added.
Both Thom and Trish
hail from the east coast (he
from Pittsburgh and she
from Connecticut) which

they believe influences
their work.
"We're a little more liberal, we see things differently and that u a key
element in writing cartoons," Trish said.
Thom said he is also
influenced by the comic
strips Bloom County and
Doonesbury.
"They harness a brand
of humor I can relate to,"
he said.
Trish attributes her talent as being "in her
blood."
"Funny enough, some of

my relatives live in a place
called Cartoon, Ireland,"
she laughed.
Working all summer on
ideas for the strip, Thom
and Trish sent outlines
through the mail. "Thom
would mail his writing and
I would try to draw something that correlated withit," Trish said.

by Jed James
stall reporter

University students returning from summer
break nave probably noticed some of the old businesses in town have closed
and new establishments
have opened in their
places.
The first change that
might be noticed is that
Lucky Steer moved out,
and in came Margarita's,
1726 E. Wooster.
Margarita's, 1726 E.
Wooster St., former loca-

tion of Lucky Steer, is a
restaurant specializes in
Mexican and Americanized food.
"We can seat about 280
people here, and we have
an outside patio for dining," Owner John Hoover
said.
University Motor Lodge,
associated with Howard
Johnson's, is now Kaufman's at the Lodge.

Holley said the restaurant now has Sunday buffets and family style
dining.
On the other end of town
where the former Wooster
Wine Shop stood is the construction of an Open Pantry.

"Now
owpeopli
pie won't have
tog;o to the ends of town to
get such items as bread or
milk. With this store, we
NORMAN HOLLEY of will also have about 3,000
Holley Industries owns different items for the
both the motel and restau- shopper to choose from,"
rant.
Burkle said.
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KINKO COPIES, 325 E.
Wooster St., is also new to
Bowling Green.
"Kinkos is part of a
chain that originated in
California," according to
Stacy Heath, assistant
manager. "We specialize
in photo copying, reduction, cards and stationery," Heath said.
Other stores moving out
of town are Roy Rogers on
West Wooster and A & P on
South Main.
Roy Rogers is being replaced with a Noble Romans pizza restaurant.

PIZZA SPECIAL

Friday, Sept. 2, 1983 "Show of Talent" - Part of and double spaced one

Getting experience for
his radio-television-film
career and she for her
journalism career is one of
the reasons they decided to
print the strip.

Old establishments change faces
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Minority Student Activities.
Dateline, a daily service
of the News, lists dates and
times of campus events.
Submissions by all organizations are welcome and
must be turned in typed
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TRAINING PROGRAM.
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In the Army ROTC
4-year program, you'll
acquire discipline of mind
and ••pint. ;ind the ahiliry
to perform under pfCWUK
Vwcnll it learning what
it rakes IO lead
It'll payoff too First.
during ynur Inn. woycantor
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receiving op to$I COOaycai
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graduationd.ty. when vou
receive .1 commission along
with ,1 college decree
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with one lt«>m A this coupon
FREE DELIVERY

Shavers
r Miller light night
t Bar's choice '
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HOgwe*

GO SOUTH
THIS SUNDAY

For More Info, -nation

MARK'S PIZZA PUB
CUP t SAVE $$
V.Lirt»AVt
9»

352-3551

Expires

TUBS

week prior to the scheduled event. Please include
a contact name and number where we can verify
the information. The News
reserves the right to refuse
any material submitted for
publication.

Call John Cogley at

I

9-6 83 J

'###PRE-LAW####
SOCIETY
MEETING

372-2476 or Stop By
Room 151, Memorial Hall

aullNEM CUOI • RUBBER STAURI
• niWI • RESEARCH RARERS
• DATA SHEETS • THESIS
• fORMS • BROCHURES
• ENVELOPES • NCR. FORMS
• WEODINQ STATIONERY
• PLASTIC SINDING

PHOTOCOPYING -5'

352-4068
117 - £ COURT

BOWLING ORCEN

r
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EVERYONE WELCOME!

SEPTEMBER 6
8:00 PM
404 MOSELEY HALL

University Bookstore
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DO IT IN THE SUN!
* September 4th •

at Portage Quarry

BEST haircut in B.G.
for only $9.50! Says
who? 4,200 BGSU
customers in 1982!

1 mile south of Bowling Green on St. Rt. 25
Gatai open at 10:00 am and doat al dark. ^—Rock musk all day longlSTRYKER. GEORGIA PEACH.
WET SHAVERS aad EXCALIBUR

\ 1 I-!-.

FOOD AND BEER ON SALE a FREE PARKING

Ad»a»c. Tlck«. 14.00 a.allabW al all FMara Racorda
At Uw GaM 15.00 pat panoa - NO REFUNDS NO GLASS CONTAINERS * NO KEGS * NO PETS
* NO RE-ADMISSION * RAIN DATE SEPTEMBER frtk

DON'T WALK! Ride
the new shuttle bus!
j&Snmr\,

Leaves corner of E. Wooster and Mercer 15 min.
after & before every hour, 8:15 a.m. thru 5:15
p.m., Mon-Sat, goes north on Mercer to Ridge
. ...west through campus to Thurstin...north
Poe...west to Main...and north to N. Main
Shoping Cntr. Returns same route on hour and
half-hour, 8:30 a.m. through 5:30 p.m. (Stand
on right-hand street curb and wave arm to stop
driver.) Only 25* each way!
Serves the State Liquor Store..System Seven
Hairstyling*...Casey's Org. Hamburgers*...
Yum Yum Tree* (.Candy-Cards-Gifts...Kentucky
Fried Chicken*...Rink's Discount Dept. Store*
...Lane's Discount Drugs .Food TiwnSuper
Market...Friendly Restaurant...Jo-Ann Fabric
...Kroger's Market & Wine Shop...Mo- Dor-ln
Beverage Center...Al-Mar Colonial Bowling
Lanes...Brigham's Greenhouse..& many others.
Call 352-6516 for more information.
(• FREE ONE-WAY TICKET w/purchase of $5 or
more from these participating merchants!)

Shopping's more fun when
vnu ride the shuttle bus!

When a guy or gal can get the BEST hairstyling
in town for just $11.50/$ 13.50 at System Seven
-or me BEST haircut w/o shampoo & styling
for only $9.50 - WHY GO ANYPLACE ELSE?!
During 1982, we styled 10,388 men and women in
B.G. - about 4,200 from BGSU - with 72.7%
(nearly 3 out of 4!) REPEAT CUSTOMERS.
(So lots of people on campus ALREADY like the
way we style their hair ..and so will you!)
And it's now easier than ever to get to System
Seven Hairstyling...RIDE THE NEW SHUTTLE BUS!
(See ad elsewhere in paper - or call 352-6516
-for more information.) FREE BUS RIDE back
to BGSU with purchase of $5 or more!
Were open 8:30-7:30 M-F.and 8-6 on Sat
Appointments never needed, but available at
352-6516. SYSTEM SEVEN HAIRSTYLING
(between State Liquor Store & Rink's Discount).

Open Saturdays 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. -Weekdays 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

NEW AND USED TEXTBOOKS
ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES • BEST SELLING PAPER-BACK BOOKS
GREETING CARDS • STUDY AIDS •
BGSU SHIRTS • SUNDRY ITEMS AND MORE •

Special Get-Acquainted Offer!
FREE 2 oz trial bottle of System Seven Shampoo
or conditioner to any BGSU student, staff or
faculty member presenting this adv. to our
Receptionist. NO PURCHASE REQUIRED!

system severv
W

THE HAIRSTYLING PLACE

(Fofmawly COMMAND PERFORMANCE)

Master Card/Visa Accepted

Phone: 372-2851

:
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campus/local—

Thinking back 9 years

Japanese alumna visits BG
by Marcy Grande
stofl reporter

bg news/Patrck Sandor

Alumna Returns

"WHEN I was here in
1973-74, there were 300 Japanese yen for every U.S.
dollar. Now, there are 240
yen for every U.S. dollar."
she said.
Another characteristic
of the American lifestyle
which Aizawa said was
new to her is the way
Americans consume resources.
"This country was hav-

by Mary Gibson
reporter

Grand Opening

The state liquor store,
Lane's Discount Drug
Store, Kroger and the Yum
Yum Tree, located in the
North Main Street shopping center, are a long hike
from campus. But no
longer.
Paul Nelson, owner of
System Seven Hairstyling
has eliminated the long
trek to the North Main
Street shopping center.
Nelson said he is con-

20 lb Whilr
8. i 11 Copies

COPIES

2V2<

scious of the fact that distance has gotten in the way
of people utilizing System
Seven and other merchants in the shopping center. To overcome this
obstacle he has started a
shuttle service that runs
through the heart of campus, to the shopping center
and back.
"Figuratively we've
moved the shopping center
right across the street,"
Nelson said.
The shuttle is a van that
sports a large yellow sign
displaying the names of

kinko's copies

at Memorial Hall

SIGN UP NOW!
for
MINI COURSES

325 E. Woosler St.

GET YOURS
TODAY!

Belli

team something new and have fun doing it!

354-3977
OPEN 7 DAYS

register until Sept 9 in UAO office or Union Foyer
classes begin Sept 12

.
Payment due upon sign-up

those merchants the shuttle passes on its daily
route. Those merchants
with an asterisk beside
their names support the
shuttle with a token for a
free one-way trip with a $5
purchase.
AT THE present time
there are five merchants
participating in this aspect
of the service. Nelson said
he expects to win more
over in the future.
Fred Green, owner of
Casey's Original Hamburgers, is one of the five
merchants involved in this
aspect of the service. "I
wanted to lure people over
by some means, and I
couldn't have done it myself," he explained.
Green added he anticipates the shuttle service
being successful or he
wouldn't have become involved.
Rink's Discount Department Store is another business that has decided to
support the service with

$2 59

-

*2-59

PAGLIAI'S PIZZA
EAST

the "WARZY RUEBEN" Chicago corned beef on Jewish rye with
sauerkraut, swiss cheese and special mustard
$2.59

OTHER SANDWICHES made to your order.
$2.29

Polish Ham

$1.99

Roast Pork
Liver Pate
BarbequeBeef
Wany'a Chicken Salad .

$199
$179
$1.59
. $1.79

440 East Court

Tomato -10'
Onion -10'
EXTRAS:
Cheeses -20'
Lettuce. Mayo, Mustard. Pickles. Horseradish

SOUTH

Kaiser bun. Jewish rye. onion bun. white

945 South Main

SALADS. SNACKS. BEER. COFFEE. WINE. SODA.
DESSERTS. CHEESES. FRUIT. CANDIES.
/omlly owned ond operated tlncr 1962 *

3400 Gl..d«l« at Byra*
SoathUaa Saooaiaa Crater
3S2-565*

fc

PAGLIAI'S WITH A
MEXICAN FLAIR

1068 North Mala
Boarliag Green
352-8434

VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESS • MASTERCARD

352 - 1596

50*WARZY'S DELICATESSEN 50*
one per sandwich
offer expires
9/14/83

50° off

Saturday's 11 AM - 9 PM

50

<

353-3281

Welcome Back Students
*** Precision hair cut only $6.00***
with this coupon ad until 9-30-83
Appointments not always necessary
Mon-Fri 9am-6pm- Sat 9am-noon
(later by appointment)

•«=3

Welcome Students
Sunday Delivery of the .

Sbc^ctulJorkeimcs
To your dorm or apartment delivered
every Sunday of the semester for the low
price of $43.50 ($2.90/wk)

Deliveries begin Sept llth
-Call TodayCALL 352-0712 from 4-8 p.m.;
Before Sept. 5th

Friday: Doubles & No Cover til 91
Saturday: Doubles & No Cover til 0/fl
Ladies Admitted Free til 11!!

dowi

Burrito - meat/or Vegetarian - $2.99
Taco - 3 tacos - $1.50

any one of our great sandwiches!

50*

Unisex Hair Care & Tanning Center

r

the "CHICAGO ROAST BEEF BUN" top round roast beef on
a tangy onion bun with sharp cheddar cheese, lettuce, mustard, mayo,

Corned Beef

Aizawa and her family
live in Hong Kong where
her husband works for an
American accounting firm
called Arthur Young. He
called a couple of days ago
and said he might be transferred.

HAIR UNLIMITED

See Us For Dry Cleaning Too I
1616 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
"In The Plaza"

"NEW" the "HOT OVEN GRINDER" sub sandwich. Italian
style Genoa salami, provolone cheese, pepperonl. mozzarella cheese,
peperondnl peppers and spaghetti sauce on French bread
24 OUNCES!
*3-29

$1-99
$1.69
$2.29
$1.59
$2.29
$199

AIZAWA MAY have the
opportunity to do more
than just gain a better understanding of Western
culture. There is a good
possibility that she may
have to move to an American state.

The shuttle is not affiltokens for free rides. However, Don Badertscher, the iated in any way with eistore's manager, justified ther the University or the
his involvement differently dry (of Bowling Green),
Nelson said. "The activity
from Green.
"We don't feel we're originates totally from
going to get any more busi- System Seven."
Nelson has employed
ness than before," he said,
"but we thought the serv- two drivers for the shuttle,
ice was useful and nec- both with previous driving
essary so we became experience. John Woody,
the driver of the morning
involved."
The shuttle runs from 8 shift (8 a.m. until 1 p.m. I,
a.m. until 6 p.m., Nelson is a retired Trailways bus
said. The van leaves the driver. He said he has been
corner of East Wooster and driving buses for 40 years.
Stacey Washington,
Mercer 15 minutes after
and before each hour, then freshman medical records
travels through campus to administration major who
Poe Road and on to North lives in Kreischer Ashley,
Main. It returns by the was an early rider of the
same route on the hour and shuttle. She said she thinks
it's very convenient.
half hour.
"I come to this shopping
THE HOURS are sched- center a lot," she said,
uled so they will coincide "and I've been having to
with the change of classes, walk until now."
Nelson said.
Nelson said he expects
"We are deliberately
trying to make sure our the shuttle service to break
even
and increase business
shuttle arrives in the middle of campus at that in the shopping center
area.
time," he added.

8:00 AM10:30 PM
Daily!

Open
7 Days
A Week

the "KAISER SPECIAL" a combination of imported Polish ham.
white turkey breast. Wisconsin swiss. mustard, mayo, lettuce on a

Turkey Breast
Braunschweiger
Brisket Pastrami
Warzy's Ham Salad
Roast Beef
Salami (7 choices)

"SOME OP our people
wear the top fashions, especially in Tokyo," Aizawa
said. "Japan has Kentucky
Fried Chicken and pizza
parlors," she added.
"Our homelife in general is better. Our houses
are bigger and we have
nice equipment now, just
like Americans," she said.
Aizawa is staying in
Bowling Green for three
days during which she will
spend time with Edward
Miller, Dr. Lee Goddard
and RoUand and Ethel Dodan, all members of Bowling Green's Rotary Club
which sponsored Aizawa to
attend the University.
According to Miller, Aizawa was chosen to accept
a scholarship from the In-

ternational Rotary Foundation. Miller said these
exchange programs sponsor 1,000 foreign exchange
students annually, and he
is pleased with how Aizawa
has demonstrated the purpose of the program.
"We want the exchange
students to gain a better
umlerstanding (of other
cultures)," Miller said.

143 Wooster

the "GRINDER" sub sandwich, our most famous, a full pound!
Polish ham. kosher salami, onion cheese, provolone. lettuce, tomato
pickle, mustard, oil and vinegar dressing
*2.98

deli dressing

women's junior college. It
was during this time that
Western lifestyle significantly influenced Japanese culture.

STADIUM LAUNDRY

TAKE OUT
SANDWICHES

crisp Kaiser roll

ing an energy crisis during
the time I was here, but
now the people use so
much electricity. They
have dryers, dishwashers.
We hand wash our dishes
and hang our clothes to
dry." she said.
"And the newspapers,
they are so thick - all that
paper," Aizawa sighed.
But Aziawa was most
overwhelmed by the sudden interest Americans
have taken in Japan's
economy.
"When I was a student,
people asked me about our
geisha girls and Mount
Fuji. As soon as I arrived
in the states, the people
asked about our ecomomy," Aizawa said.
After graduating from
the University in 1974, Aizawa returned to Japan
where she worked as a
secretary for a successful
Japanese firm. She went
on to teach history at a

Shuttle shortens shopping trip

Taeko Aizawa. 31, of Japan returns to the University' with her son. Shulchi, for her
first trip back to her alma mater in a decade.

ALL
SPORTS
PASS
Purchase & Pick Up

The little boy, 21/2-yearold Shuichi, whined to his
mother as be begged in
Japanese for more pieces
of otsumami (a nutritious
snackfood of small, dried
fish).
His mother, 31-year-old
Taeko Aizawa, handed him
the bag to keep him occupied.
She spoke of the American influence on Japanese
culture and the minor
changes the United States
has undergone since she
was in the country nine
years ago.
A former foreign exchange student of the University where she received
a bachelor of arts in history, Aizawa is making her
first trip back to the states
to visit her alma mater and
ber Bowling Green area
friends.

"The campus hasn't
changed much," Aizawa
said, "except that there
are many new buildings,
and the tree? have grown.''
However, Aizawa said
she has observed several
changes in general.
One change that immediately caught her attention was the small cars.
Also, the value of American dollars compared to
Japanese dollars has
changed considerably, she
noticed.

New This Fall

HAPPY HOUR 4-9
. Featuring Mic and Mic Light

* Available inside, pick-up or delivered
MM

KX

sports
The football game — industry or sport?
It's an industry guided by
workman's compensation laws,
under-the-table payoffs and multimillion dollar contracts. The
industry is the No. 1 spectator sport
in America - college and
professional football.
It started as a game played on
barren fields with a stuffed cow's
bladder. But, progression and
expansion has brought the sport to
a crossroads. Is it a sport to be
enjoyed by both players and fans,
or an industry to be listed among
the Fortune 500 corporations, and
the boards of the New York Stock
Exchange?
THIS PAST week has brought an
onslaught of allegations and events
which can cause one to question the
true purpose of the sport.
Certainly, it must be recognized as
a business - there are mil lions of
dollars involved. But is the true
spirit of the game being masked?
•Last Sunday, The Plain Dealer
and The St. Petersburg-Times
released a story linking George
Steinbrenner to football recruiting
violations with the University of
Florida. Steinbrenner allegedly
paid school and hotel expenses for
Joe Portale, an ex-Cleveland area
high school football star, in an
effort to lure Portale to Florida.
True to his nature, Steinbrenner

has denied any wrongdoing, and
some flaws have developed in
Portale's confessions. But Portale
never materialized as a college
Slayer, he played sparingly his
irst two years, before having his
scholarship taken away.
IF PORTALE was only a minor
figure, who can predict what feasts
major collegiate stars are
accustomed to in return for their
services. Portale ran up hotel bills

column one
by torn hisek
sports'editor
of more than $3,000, at
Steinbrenner's own hotel.
•The dog days of August had not
even passed, and the major-college
football season had already begun.
It was billed as the first Kickorf
Classic, and featured two
collegiate powerhouses - Perm
State and Nebraska. A Giants
Stadium crowd of 71,123 saw the
Cornhuskers' Turner Gill fake Lion
defenders out of their shoes
enroute to a 44-6 rout.
But two top-rank teams weren't
the attraction - it was money. The
game was played for the benefit of

National Football Foundation and
Hall of Fame. The foundation
(supposedly, the main benefactor)
received 1350,00. Each team
received $800,000.
Will major colleges soon begin
playing each other in spring
practice - hoping to cut down
attention on the United States
Football League and the upstart
International Football League?
•Newly-aquired Rod Perry, a
defensive back for the Cleveland
Browns, was supposed to be a
Detroit Lion - but isn't - due to
workman's compensation laws.
Whatever happened to 40-yard
times and good hands being used to
determine a player's worth? They
have given way to walk-outs and
union squabbles.
PERRY IS plagued with an
arthritic condlton in his right knee,
and with an expensive contract,
which caused him to be a liability
instead of an asset to the Lions.
Detroit would have faced some big
bills if Perry was hurt in a game thus, they had to pass on a former
Pro Bowl player and three-year
starter for the Rams.
The scandals and pay-offs are
nothing new in the sporting world,
at the professional or collegiate
level. The NCAA has a full-time
staff charged strictly with

investigating illegal recruiting
practices. Florida and coach
Charley Pell had been under
investigation long before
Steinbrenner and Co. entered the
picture.
Some collegiate coaches have
even gone to the point of suggesting
that athletes be paid for their
services on the field. Technically,
the athlete is an employee of his
respective university, hi return for
a garacsaving tackle or a lastsecond completion, the player is
provided with free room, board and
tuition.
WITH PRACTICES after class,
traveling and meetings, it seems
only natural the athlete should be
paid for his services. The money
that the team generates as a whole,
pumps millions of dollars of
revenue into the entire university and it all depends on a winning
i is to say whether football is
becoming a business instead of a
game? There is money to be made
in any venture, and just because it
is a game - an athlete should not be
deprived of his worth.
But the basic spirit and nature of
the game cannot be denied. And the
athlete and spectator must learn to
look beyond strikes, contract feuds
and union squabbles.

BG kickers open at Akron tourney
Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

This weekend marks the
first in a series of long road
trips for Bowling Green's
soccer team.
The Falcons will leave
today at 7 p.m. for the
Akron Children's Hospital
Classic in Akron. They will
begin play against a tough
University of West Virginia squad tomorrow at 1
p.m., and then take on St.
Bonaventure on Sunday
before returning home.
"Two years ago West
Virginia got an NCAA
bid, BG head coach Gary
Palmisano said. "They
should provide a good test
for us.
"I really rdon't know a lot
about St.' Bonaventure,'' he
continued. "They play after we do so we'll get a look
at them then."
THE UNIVERSITY of
Akron will also be competing in the tournament but
will not face BG because
the two teams will meet
later in the season. If BG
and UA win both of their
respective games, then
first place will be based on
goals scored and goals
against each team.
BG will have three new
faces in tomorrow's starting lineup including newcomers Nan Chul Shin and
Dennis Wesley. Shin will
be starting in the backf ield
while Wesley will see action at the striker position.
The other new Falcon is
junior Kim Bucher.

Bucher inherited the Job as
Ml
Soalie from the graduated
y. Brio!
oe Koury.
Bucher has
played" iin 10 games
game in his
first two
tw years and has
only given up four goals.
All four of those goals
came in his freshman
year.
Palmisano expressed
at confidence in all
Be players.
SHIN IS A good match
player," Palmisano said.
"He is very good in one-onone situations. Wesley is
naturally a good center
player but we try to run a
flexible attack, something
he will adjust to."
Besides a talented corp
of newcomers, the Falcons
can look forward to some

strong performances from
returning lettermen, something Palmisano hopes will
help the Falcons in their
opener.
"In the past we didn't
have as strong an opening
schedule as we do now,
explaind Palmisano. "We
wanted to get an early test
this year. I do wish we
were able to have a few
pre-season scrimmages."
LAST YEAR BG did
have scrimmages against
Hanyang University and
Western Ontario.
Despite the tougher
opening season than in the
past years, there is still
some good news. So far the
Falcons have no injuries to
report - a problem area

last season. Palmisano attributes this to good summer training.
"The guys will probably
he nervous with flies in

GO FALCONS GO!

(Rebroadcast at 11 p.m.)

ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) - Rick Sutcliffe said last season he had no desire
to play for a "rebuilding" ballclub. He
wanted to win - soon.
So with the Cleveland Indians
mired in last place, 21H games out of
first in the American League East,
Sutcliffe is seriously thinking about
demanding a trade.
He has that right, because he is
completing his fifth season in the
major leagues. And money, he said, is
not the issue.
"I'm not worried about a long-term
contract," Sutcliffe said, who improved to 154 Wednesday with his
first relief victory this year.
Sutcliffe is the third Cleveland
starter to make noise about wanting
to move elsewhere.
Len Barker, who was to become a
free agent at the end of the year, let it
be known recently that he didn't plan
to stick around, so he was traded last
weekend to the Atlanta Braves.
LARY SORENSEN, who filled in
for Barker at Seattle on Sunday in the
midst of the abrupt trade, then announced that he was planning to test
the free agent market next season. He
said Cleveland would probably not be
his top choice when it comes to making a deal.
Under league rules, Sutcliffe said,
"I have to tell the Indians by Oct. 1

(that he wants to be traded).
"If I do, they have to trade me Dy
March 15 or Ifm a free agent. Right
now I can't say for sure exactly what
111 do, but asking for a trade is a
distinct possibility."
Sutcliffe, 27, said his main reason
for wanting out is to earn a chance to
play for a contending team.
"Let's put it this way," he said. "I
want to be on a team that has a
chance to win. That's what's important to me."
He came to the Indians last season
from the Los Angeles Dodgers, where
he had some well-publicized disagreements with Manager Tommy
Lasorda. His biggest complaint there
was that he was used too sparingly.
IN CLEVELAND, Sutcliffe says he
doesn't understand some of the things
the Indians have been doing in trading
established, experienced players for
minor leaguers.
The Barker deal with Atlanta was
for three players to be named later,
reportedly Brett Butler, Brook Jacoby and Steve Behenna.
"I understand this Jacoby is a third
baseman," Sutcliffe said. "Why are
we getting another third baseman?
We have Toby Harrah there, and he[s
one of the positive things on this
team."

NEW HAPPY HOURS
4 PM- 6 PM Daily
10 PM- 11 PM Daily

LOFTED by

The Loft Construction Company
for specifics and to order call
day or night 352-3836
PLATFORM tJrgZSglSk*
OPTIONAL
h
LOFT $60
VJSfeM ASSEMBLY $5

PREMIERING!

f>)Cpm
Ch. fI/1I
WBGUTV

Sutcliffe unsure of future
as Tribe occupiescellar

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR
ROOM HAVE YOUR BED

WEEKNIGHfLY
lueiday

their stomachs, but they
(WVA) will be in the same
boat. I just hope we are
more prepared than they
are," he said.
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107 State Street

Open Seven Days A Week.'

m

Guest: Dr. Paul J. Olscamp, President of
Bowling Green State University
Topic: The Role and Mission of BGSU
Host:

David Drury

Viewers may call in questions to 419-372-0121

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

' "f

'?*$£
IN 1982-83, YOU MADE BGSU

"THE COLLEGE OF CHAMPIONS"
WITH YOUR ATTENDANCE AND SUPPORT.
LET'S DO IT AGAIN! BG VS. MIAMI . . . SEPT. 24

HAVE YOU
HEARD?
The best place in town to buy a pizza
is the PIZZA STORE.
You can actually make a very good 129 9 Pizza
for less than $2.00. The Pizza Store carries the
finest in pizza fixings as well as a wide
variety of cheese.
We also specialize in fast, easy and efficient
fund raising.

THE PIZZA STORE

Hrs:
Tues thru Sat 10-6
Wed, Thurs, Fri 10-8
m .Closed Sun and Mon

1058 N. Main St
Bowling Green, Ohio

Located next to
and facing Rinks

•sports-
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Van De Walle sees bright skies for spikers
by Jeon Dimeo
sports reporter

Demise Van De Walle
comes to Bowling Green
to revitalize a floundering
volleyball program. She
inherits a squad that
went 17-26 last season,
but will be relying on
several returning lettermen and some prospective recruits and walkons.

When Denise Van De Walle graduated from Ball State in 1976, she
never thought she would get a job as a
high school volleyball coach. And
now, seven years later - Van De Walle
is probably equally surprised at her
newest job - as Bowling Green's women's volleyball coach.
Van De Walle planned to teach
elementary education after graduation, but when an assistant coach's
position opened up at a Muncie, Ind.
high school, she was drawn back to
her love - volleyball.
"I didn't think I was going to coach,
but the job was there so I took it," Van
De Walle said.
Van De Walle, a four year member
Check ua for low

classifieds
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Ofem tor kM M at raguto ram ewreefwr.
Mtora1l»wigBH2 4ayaba<OT*r)uCacaaonal4 00prn Friday at 400 pm * rna
tor M Tueeesy eraser.
>M lomw .. .— - ma ad Ham afflce. ISS IMramt, Haa

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE

Typing DamrHhona. thaaa.
352-0036 or 372-2381.

Campue Strata OrgmbaKM Maal
hg, turn. Sap) 6 8pm 104 BA
buwng Man 1 Woman: Coma gal
IrwoVed wet. arMt aooutmg and Iota

354 -3S40

PERSONALS

■WOUaMD CtUa SPORTS MEETMQ lor oncers and (vectors Tuaaday Sam em. 730 pm. rm I IIS

I loveyorj.
bva, Fralda

Tha BGSU chorueoa need your
votoaa-aapaoWry mawa
AurJBon
eajn-upa mat morning. Ngn up ImmerJawar, at Bragan Hal entrance.
Moora UuercW Art* Center No muelm eaparfonce neceeeary

Pm DELIS
KISSaNG CARNATKDHS
8/3/83
25% - 80% ofl
Jaana N' Things 531 Ridge St

RIDES

ATO—ATO—ATO
Attention at USG members
Ptoaae stop by tha office and leave
your name and number on me let on
me door That* you

RUar to ahare drMng lo CMIornia
CM Lincoln al 353-1853 or 3720121.

CAHYOUT

HAPPY BfTTHOAY
RICK KEYES
I LOVE YOU" PEGGY
HCUOAY*M'"MTV
AU DAY ALL NIGHT
ALL THE TIMEI
NEW TWS FALL
HAPPY HOUFI 4-8
DOWNTOWN
Penta-Colored > natural
S18.50-NOW SO 85
lfTWnoa^3^RMgaS^

OREAT DEALS ON OREAT SEER
8 YR. OLD* WELCOME TONWH^
MAIN ST

SEAT THE CLOCK ON PITCHERS
IF SEER-STARTS AT 8PM EVER1
HALF HOUR. UP THEY 00
TILL 10:00 PM
MAM ST.

"I'm very happy to be here. I know
the coaches in the conference and
what to expect from the teams, which
will make my adjustment a lot easier," Van De Walle said.
VAN DE WALLE is optimistic
about the season, hoping BG will sit in
one of the top five positions in the MidAmerican Conference - much better
than its mediocre record of 17-26 last
year.
"We have a lot of talent. We just
jus
I'll
pleased with the talent I had to choose
from," she said.
Van De Walle said she is "tech-

USO'USQ'USO*
FVet meeting. Tuoeday Sapt 6 at
8:30 pm. 200 moalay hal. Undergraduate Student Oovatnmanl. Al

Rwa> Alpha Tag Oataaga Tuaaday
reedDrlat and ma baatitttul PM

Pragnant? Naad Ha*)?
CM E.MPA 352-8111 or 3620082

RUSH THETA CM-"A FIHST
CLASS FRATERNITY WITH THE
PLEASURES OF OFF CAMPUS LIVING". CORNER OF 7TO STREET
ANDHrOM.

STUDENT COURT MEMBERS
wave your name and number on tha
«at on tha door. Get paychad for a
1

Ptadtlon figure skating I
FeUonetW try oute tonight
1+11:18 PM AT THE Id ARENA

HELP WANTED

Students Buy your feJ membarahlp
M the Fcreel Craaaon Gorf Couraa
nowl S35

Mix and Ernie« la now twklg waiters
and aatteaaai Flexible echeduiee
■ elatill Apply m person 2-4; Mon
thru Frt 6318 Healnordowna

THE SISTERS OF ALPHA XI DELTA
ARE ANXIOUSLY AWAITMQ THE
ARRTVAL OF ALL OUR NEW FALL
PLEDGES! OET PSYCHED FOR
SATURDAY

LAOCS

Hi time In sales No exp
Work on your own schedule. Excaeent income CM sag.
3723 lor an appt.

ITryOerDrkreThru Fa,l.
FrlerwTySerYka

IDEXTERS <§>

SahMhrar, ilia

DIFFERENT & DELICIOUS!
Try One of Dexter's Newest Subs

ENTHUSIASTIC CAMPUS REP to sal
ski tops lo Midwest J Colorado Earn
FREE TRIPS 8 rxmrnsMJorra SUN 8
SKI ADVENTURES
1-800-6214031

Appacations lor prime employ (20
hrs/wk | bang accepted at Sundance Studio Wanted person who
enjoys wide variety in employment
incfud household chores, reception,
running errands. 8 rraremel photo
work. Must ako be capable ol loving
2H ■> danuahua called Suzie Ph
lor appt 362-7269
DO YOU WANT TO MAKE A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES
OF PEOPLE WHO NEED HELP? You
can by becoming a LINK volunteer
Make application now-daadana: September 12th For more information
362-6387

each other at home and away. BG will
have to face last year's division
champs Ball State, Western Michigan, and tough Miami and Central
Michigan teams. Van De Walle predicts WMU wUl be this year's top
squad.
The spikers wiU compete in the
Michigan Invitational on Sept. 10, and
open with Indiana State on Sept. 13.
Returning lettormen Julaine Flick.
Deb Hopkins, Joanie Zimmerman and
freshman recruit Lisa BerardineUi
have aU resumed practice this week
after sustaining injuries in the preseason, and Van De Wane thinks they wUl
ready toplay in the Michigan Invite.
"With tryouta over, we are in full
swing. I want BG to be in the top, and
the season should be a good one," Van
De Walle said.

STUDENT ACTTVBT
THE OHO PUBLIC INTEREST
Campaign is hiring for Ms oorreTajnay
outreach atari OPtC a) working to
hold down runaway energy coeta
Hours approx. 2pm-10prn Mon Fit
Ful t part-lime aval. Starting pay
SiaOAak, 241-8083 for awatvalw

eiieUr. Cal 2-JHJ7 lor ■

FOR SALE

8400 00 362-2131
r 5 pm.
erMy 1600 Speakers Exceeanl
oond. 8250 00 FVm. Cal Todd 3521130.
WaaSnuhouaa stove w/ aeH-Oaenlng
oven. 8100: 14 cut* ft Gabaon
retrtg. 8260; wooden antxjuad desk.
830: couch. 830: wooden desk
chair. 810: coffee tat*) w/ gkwe top,
(10: wnse metal cabinet w coun■artop covering $30. 2 Ightwelght
■ SaaHli maM ahatvea Al Sama m
good 10 excel oond Cal wH eve I
i. 362-0085
COUPON BOOK FOR SALE WOO
CAU. BECKY M171.

1976 Honda CB 5<X>fT-Loadad. Sea
n M.C. PL. beeide OH 8:30-1330
MR. Meumee 883 3012
USED F^IFeWnjRE FOR SALE
HUFT-SOpan Mon thru Frt. 6-8pm
886-3261
1881 Maawas. t aV, 4 as*, saw
real. AaVFM caaa.. a dalreatar.
OREAT Mndrtlon. Attar 4am. Me>
1781.
FOR SALE
RCA COLOR TV-8126.00
Hemmond Chord Organ-875 00
S«igw Bed 810 00
Phone; 362-6676
1971 Liberty 70x12. 84.000.00
Cal Evan t 476-3835. altar 7 pm
cal 362-7346.
1970 Maverick. 2 door aedan
$300.00 or beat otter
362-8708

FOR RENT
Lg Apt. lor rent. 5 maw. from B.O. In
Tontogany Cal BS 'N Paga. 8234081
1 bdrm turn apt. al a* pd Ideal tor
2 aludanta $170vmo aa nduded
cctor TV 6 Cable Ph 364-3182 or
352-7386 eves
1 Ddrm apt ti downtown BG 3527187 or 362-6697
A'
352-6215
2 11 bdrm. apta
Deposit. No Pete
362-4266, after 6:00 pm
241 S Summit,
quiet rwtohborhood Grad student,
woman preferred Sklgte-S90/mo..
w/rmta.-876/mo Inqura In
eftar 5:30. 362-1288

"Good go to worluechool car"
Heads rap*. Cat 362-6629 lo aaa
and tiaawonaf.

1 aflc. In axe cond. Reee
n. Ohio (doea to BO).
Catanat6:00pm 352-1032

OOLF CLUBS $ SAO
10 irons I 3 woods. Asking 160.00.
Dave 352-3042 before 11 pm.

3 bdrm apt.
Ctoee to campua
1-878-7437

2 ohan, TV table, anal stool, rookHg era* Cal 362-2836

1 bdrm. apt. E Even 8 Entarprtae
1-876-7437

Study Hard,

1* ALL ITALIAN SUB

INCLUDES: HARD SALAMI. CAPICOLA HAM. PROVOLONE CHEESE. LETTUCE, TOMATOES, ONIONS,
HOT PEPPERS 4. ITALIAN SAUCE.

But Don't Forget
to Have FUN!

$2*5
DELIVERY STARTS AT 4 P.M.

EARN S500 OR MORE EACH
SCHOOL YEAR FLEXIBLE HOURS
MONTHLY PAYMENT FOR PLACING
POSTERS ON CAMPUS BONUS
BASED ON RESULTS
PRIZES
AWARDED AS WEU 800-5260883

Naad a OJ for your party?
Rock, Top 40, Dance Mualc
Cal Dave J 2-1506

510E.WOOSTERST.

352-4497

THE MAC Western and Eastern
volleyball divisions were combined
this year, and every team will play

Are you Interested In being a house
boy? Cal 372-2760

■fl"
PMOELTS
KISSING CARNATIONS
8/3/83

Serving, passing and playing defense will be the key to the spikers'
success, the coach said."We are not a
particularly tall team, but defense
can win over power."

1 Roommate needed 1610 Oough
St Apt -G-75 S100/mth

WANTED IMMEO 1 M RMTE TO
SHARE APT. 2 BDRM..
2
BATHRMS . AC HEAT/WATER/OAS
MCLUD IN RENT TENANT PAYS
ELEC 8 PH S6O07SEMESTER. AVAL NOWI 850 SIXTH ST #10.
CONTACT RICH OR DAVE OR
CRAW.

IMPORT BEER NKJHT
• -I0PM
OREAT DEALS ON OREAT BEER
8 YRS, OLD WaCOME TOMIGrH
MAM ST.

"The players' attitudes are wonderful. They have a desire to excel in the
sport and are very competive," she
said, adding that her job has been
made much easier due to the players'
cooperation.

Wanted mmed One Ml brad dobarrrwn puppy Cal 352-5361.

Need female roomate for apt al Field
Manor. S11 e/month peje ekac Leave
phone I In OCMB 1181. 4318. or
4573 Fun Place

SALE SALE SALE
S.«n«aar. Shoes t Moral
LAKE ERIE SPORTS

nique-orientated" and has spent the
first two weeks of practice working on
changing the players' techniques to
be incorporated into her style.

The lolowing poeWona are posted
today at the Student Employment
Program Office. 460 Student SarvceeBoadmg
REGULAR—Tutors. Intramural offtcWa. Appw Lab monitors groundakaapara, Custodial. Computer
programmers, Chemietry asaislants.
German/Rueswn office assistants,
and othars
WORK STUDY-UDrery aaaislants.
cuatooW. otnea aaaattanta. biology
and Chemlatry aaawtants. Tutors.
Appla Lab momtora, Cnmlnal JuaUce
program director, Nursing Lab aaaattanta. and others
YOU DO NOT NEED AN APPOINTMENT TO OBTAIN A REFERRAL ON
FRCAY. SEPT 21

WANTED

HEY MICKEY

Mi

MaNUUT?

ate

■EAUTIfUI. AMO NEW
WJUaNED PARENTHOOD
W WOOD COUNTY
820 N. Maai. Bowing Green
Conftoeneel personal care Spacu
ran* BGSU etudenta Convenient

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

EAT IN

BEAT THE CLOCK ON PITCHERS
OF SEER-STARTS AT aPH
(EVERY HALF H0OR-UR THEV 00
TK.L 10 PM
MAIN ST.

coach Sandy Haines resigned last
spring, she seized the new opportu-

THETA CM ANNUAL 8OR0RITV
REVIEW IS COMING. COM»M...COw»NG... TUESDAY SEPT.
8 AT TJ8 PM.

IMPORT SEER MITE

MfPSJ

SERVICES OFFERED

2, 1883

of Ball State's team, returned to her
alma mater in 1979 as an assistant
coach, after three years as a high
school head coach.
IN Ml, she moved to California to
study the West Coast's style of play.
"1 really wanted to see how they
played. The fastest and best volleyball is played in the West," Van De
Walk said.
She remained as an assistant coach
at California-San Louis Obispo for one
year.
Van De Walle returned to Ball State
in 1982 as assistant coach, but said she
had the responsibilities of the head
coach. "The head coach was retiring
and she was training me for the job,
she said.
But Van De Walle did not let the
job, and when BG's head volleyball

352-9814

REMEMBER: We Bake our Buns Fresh Daily

OME OF THE OLDEST MAYS
TO BECOME AN ARMY OFFICER
IS STILL OME OF THE BEST.

Trie Armv fcwfVC
Ofluvrv Tr.iininL'C1!^
lROTCliMi,.-.r.ih.m.i
tmJilKaTV
R»r IMwar*.

ROTC KM been

imnmi'pi-i'rji'ti'
do.l n>h lh.H-> .iU>
.i tr.Ktmon The
|ubisf an Armv
lattVlT
In ISN.
Ciptaiin AUcn
P)irtmH,v..iiivrnu,r
supcnnicixk'ni M
Wcsi Ktim. <4.nrTi\l
whni wc kmnv u-jay i>s Army ROTC
He tell our anintry rKVilcvl rmpt\' "cftbttl -*>1diers" So he eswbli>heil the firM pn\ ate -cluxtl ki
offer miliMr\ in*rruciKm_
It didn't t.ike lunu tor his iJea to spfVikJ
By the turn v4 the century. 105 colle>je>
and univeinhe* aenwe. the country were ortennv;
military instruction on their campuses
Today. w»h Army ROTC avaibble u civar
1.400 coUejjes and unntniim. the program is
stronger than ever.

And l.i>t vear alone over 70\W studenti
panicipated
S»»nx' were intere^eJ in the leadership
and management training Other* enn»lled i>n
tull-tuition -cholarJiips And the financial
minrKV - up wSUVO n vear dunnu the- I.TM
two vear.ot ROTC - acrracicd -nil otherBut all ol them h.id one thinji in common
the desire Ri K'uin their luture at Army officers.
U'hv don't you do thi1 amc' You H
ur.ktuate m .i po-ition ot real re-pon-«ihilit\
CXrCrcW' leader-hip and manauvment >killBuild a WCUfV future toi \»Hir><-ll And en(iA* the
travel, .ldventun- and pre>tii\'
ot K-inj: a -*Yond lieuten.im in tovla\ * Armv
Army ROTC It ,i> much ot.i tradition
as the H'h 11 train>
VOU for. Find out hinv
toenr\»lln«iiav
For m.wi'inhumation, cont.wt the
Atmv ROTC Pnv
tmw ot Militan.
Science on vour
campu-

NORTHEND PIZZA
STAMVM CINEMA 1*2
STAItraJMftAZA 9&HUNG GetttN
PM
Corolinej o risioQ ex«?cufive. Jock jusf lost his job.
Jock's going to now«> to stort ftom the bottom op.
MICHAEL
l
KEATON ^
TEW GARR Jk '\

I

/tJIMYROTC
BEALLYOUCANBE.

Buy 16" and get 12"
With Same Toppings
FREE
One Coupon Per Pizza
Exp. 9-4-83

NORTHEND PIZZA

/®l
3rd BIC WEEK!

Hours: Sun Thurs 4:00-12:30
Fri-Sat 4:00-2:00

at 7:30*9:15
Sat Mat. 2:00
Sun Mat 2:004>3:45

(TO)
There's a time for playing it
sale and a time lor..
IOM CHUISt

at 7:30-9:15
Sat Mat 2:00

Sun Mat
.2:00^3:45 |£J

,II

?

CLA--ZEL ^
N MAIN

For Mo i InrOf mitron
CaHJohn Cogtsjy at
372-2471 or Stop By
111,1

t*

•FREE PIZZA,
COUPON

THEATRE

ISI

ubi

OBSIDIAN
will be holding an
Organizational Meeting
Tuesday, September 6
7:30 pm
304 Moseley Hall

'Davids father bought him a
home computer. Now. he's
found a new
game to play
[3rd Big Week!
I at 7:30+9.30
[Sat Mat 2:00
Sun Mat 2*.4|

Those interested In writing.
Editing or Advertising sales
should attend

